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Abstract: With an electron-positron collider operating at center-of-mass-energy 2-7 GeV and
a peak luminosity above 0.5 × 1035𝑐𝑚−2𝑠−1, the STCF physics program will provide an unique
platform for in-depth studies of hadron structure and non-perturbative strong interaction as well
as probing new physics beyond the Standard Model in the 𝜏-Charm sector, succeeding the present
Beĳing Electron-Positron Collider. To fulfill the physics targets and further maximize the physics
potential at STCF, the STCF tracking software should have capability to reconstruct charged particles
with high efficiency and excellent momentum resolution, especially for the charged particles with
low transverse momentum down to 50 MeV. A Common Tracking Software (ACTS) providing a set
of detector-independent tracking algorithms is adopted for reconstructing charged tracks with the
information of two sub-detectors, a `RWELL-based inner tracker and a drift chamber, at STCF. This
is the first demonstration of ACTS for a drift chamber. The implementation details and performance
of track reconstruction are presented.
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1 Introduction

Hadron physics plays an important role in studying Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) in the low
energy region, where perturbative QCD is not applicable due to color confinement. A multi-
GeV 𝑒+𝑒− collider operating in the 𝜏-charm sector provides an unique platform for studying non-
perturbative QCD and strong interactions of the Standard Model (SM). Currently, the Beĳing
Electron Positron Collider (BEPCII)- Beĳing Spectrometer (BESIII) [1] is the only facility at such
energy region in the world. With a luminosity of two-orders higher (peak luminosity is above
0.5 × 1035𝑐𝑚−2𝑠−1) and the energy region (2-7 GeV) wider than those at BEPCII, the future 𝜏-
charm factory, Super Tau-Charm Facility (STCF) [2], aims to continue and extend the physics
programs at BESIII in the post-BEPCII era. The physics goals of STCF include in-depth studies of
hadron structure and the nature of non-perturbative strong interactions, exploring the asymmetry of
matter-antimatter and searches for particles and physics beyond the SM.

To fullfill the physics goals of STCF, the charged tracks must be reconstructed with both
high efficiency and high precision, as the capability of charged tracks reconstruction, i.e. tracking,
has significant impact on the performance of vertex reconstruction, particle identification and
background suppression. In particular, among the final state particles of many important processes
for studying CP Violation, CKM elements, 𝐷0 − �̄�0 mixing and so on at STCF, there are a
considerable number of particles with momentum lower than 400 MeV. Therefore, good tracking
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efficiency for particles with momentum below a few hundreds of MeV down to 50 MeV is very
important and also very challenging.

A Common Tracking Software (ACTS) [3, 4] is a tracking toolkit with a set of detector-
independent and framework-independent modular tools dedicated to track reconstruction and vertex
reconstruction for High Energy Physics (HEP) experiments. It has been used by a variety of HEP
experiments, e.g. ATLAS [5] and sPHENIX [6]. However, its application on 𝑒+𝑒− colliders at
the precision frontier is very limited so far. In particular, ACTS has not been used for track
reconstruction with a gaseous drift chamber yet.

In this study, the tracking performance of STCF with a fully gaseous tracking system consisting
of a `RWELL [7]-based inner tracker and a drift chamber is studied using the Kalman Filter [8]
based tracking algorithms of ACTS. The manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2, the STCF
detector is introduced. The STCF offline software framework and ACTS are described in Section 3.
Section 4 focuses on implementation of ACTS for track reconstruction and the performance is
presented in Section 5. A brief conclusion is given in Section 6.

2 The STCF detector

The STCF detector is designed to provide a coverage of almost the entire solid angle around the
collision point. The baseline layout of the STCF detector is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a
tracking system which includes an inner tracker (ITK) and a Main Drift Chamber (MDC), a Ring
Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detector and a DIRC [9]-like time-of-flight (DTOF) detector for particle
identification in the barrel and endcap, respectively, a homogeneous Electro-magnetic Calorimeter
(EMC), a superconducting solenoid magnetic producing a 1 Tesla axial magnetic field, and a Muon
Detector (MUD) at the outermost of the detector system.

The tracking system provides position measurement for charged particles in the range |cos\ | <
0.94. To achieve the physics goals of STCF, it’s required to provide a tracking efficiency above 99%
(90%) for charged tracks with 𝑝𝑇 > 300 (100) MeV, and a momentum resolution of𝜎𝑝𝑇 /𝑝𝑇 < 0.5%
for charged tracks with 𝑝𝑇 = 1 GeV. There are two options for the ITK, the MAPS-based ITK and
`RWELL-based ITK. This study is based on the `RWELL-based ITK, which consists of three
layers of light-material `RWELL-based gaseous detectors around the beam pipe with the inner
radii of 60 mm, 110 mm and 160 mm, respectively. It provides a spatial resolution around 100
`m in the 𝑟-𝜙 direction and around 400 `m in the 𝑧 direction. The MDC adopts a square cell
and a superlayer wire configuration, and uses He/C3H8 (60/40) as the working gas. There are
eight superlayers and each superlayer contains six layers of drift cells. The superlayers alternate
between axial ("A") orientation, aligned with the direction of the beam line, and stereo ("U", "V")
orientation. The eight superlayers are arranged in AUVAUVAA. The inner radius and outer radius
of MDC is 200 mm and 850 mm, respectively. The MDC is designed to provide a spatial resolution
between 120 `m and 130 `m, and a dE/dx resolution around 6%.

By measuring the characteristic radiation angle or spatial-time hit pattern of Cherenkov photons,
the RICH and DTOF are designed to facilitate identification of charged hadrons (𝜋, 𝐾 , proton) with
momentum from 700 MeV to 2 GeV. The scintillating crystals based EMC provides measurement
of energy and direction for photons as well as identification for photons, electrons and charged
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Figure 1. Schematic layout of the STCF detector. The number in brackets indicate the radii of the MAPS-
based ITK.

hadrons. The MUD consists of both plastic scintillator strips and resistive plate chambers to
provide information for identification between 𝜋 and `.

3 The STCF software framework and ACTS

The Offline Software System of Super Tau-Charm Facility (OSCAR) [10] is the offline event
processing framework for STCF. It consists of an interface for external third-party software, a
framework providing common functionalities for data processing and a set of application tools for
event generation, simulation, reconstruction and physics analysis. The physics generators with high
precision, e.g. KKMC [11], EVTGEN [12], are integrated into OSCAR for simulating the 𝜏-charm
physics processes. The Detector Description Toolkit, DD4Hep [13], is adopted to describe STCF
detector geometry with all geometric parameters stored in the compact files with eXtensible Markup
Language (XML) [14]. Geant4 [15] is integrated into OSCAR for full simulation of the interaction
of particles with detector.

To make a common tracking toolkit, the geometry and navigation model of ACTS, and its
Event Data for describing measurements, track parameters and vertex parameters, are designed to
be independent on the details of specific experiments. ACTS is written in modern C++17 and
features stateless modules to facilitate multi-threaded event reconstruction, in compliance with
modern multi-core CPU architectures.

In ACTS, the track parameters can be described with either bound (also called local) track
parameters or free (also called global) track parameters. With the bound track parameters, the
position of the track is represented in local coordinates of a detector surface, and the track direction
is described by azimuthal and polar angles. With the free track parameters, the position is represented
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in global coordinates of the detector and the track direction is represented by a unit vector. Both
the bound track parameters and free track parameters include a curvature parameter and the flight
time of the particle.

The bound track parameters are represented as:

𝑏 = (𝑙0, 𝑙1, 𝜙, \, 𝑞/𝑝, 𝑡), (3.1)

where the first two track parameters are the coordinates of the track in the local coordinates of a
reference surface, 𝜙 and \ are the azimuthal and polar angles of the track direction, 𝑞/𝑝 is the ratio
of charge 𝑞 and momentum 𝑝, and 𝑡 is time coordinate of a particle in space-time.

The measurement is designed to be a subset of the bound track parameters. Therefore,
projection from the bound track parameters to the measurement is realized using a projection
matrix.

Depending on the detector readout geometry, surface of dedicated type is used as the reference
surface of the bound track parameters and measurement. For STCF, the cylinder surface and line
surface are used for the ITK and the MDC, respectively. The line surface in ACTS is also used
for representing the track parameters near the interaction point, i.e. perigee track parameters. In
such case, the 𝑙0 and 𝑙1 represent the transverse impact parameter 𝑑0 and longitudinal impact track
parameter 𝑧0, respectively.

4 STCF track reconstruction using ACTS

Figure 2 shows the workflow of applying the ACTS tracking toolkit for track reconstruction at
STCF. The interface of ACTS with experiments is extended for STCF. The Combinatorial Kalman
Filter (CKF) [16–18] implemented in ACTS is used to find the tracks based on the seeds provided
by the ACTS seed finding algorithm, and then it is followed by a subsequent ambiguity solving step
to remove incomplete or duplicate tracks.

4.1 Extension of interface for STCF

Based on the interfaces provided by ACTS, several geometry plugins are developed to facili-
tate transformation of an experiment’s geometry in an existing representation, e.g. DD4hep or
TGeo [19], into an internal geometry description of ACTS. The ACTS TGeo plugin is extended
for both ITK and MDC. For ITK, the tube containing the signal readout unit in each `RWELL
layer is transformed into a sensitive cylinder surface. For MDC, each sense wire in a drift cell is
transformed into a line surface. The dedicated material mapping tools [3] in ACTS are used to
project the detailed material description into internal auxiliary surfaces of ACTS geometry.

A ROOT [20]-based reader is implemented to read the simulated hits from full simulation and
convert them into ACTS measurements after taking into account the resolution of detectors. The
ITK measurement is two dimensional, and the 𝑙0 and 𝑙1 represent 𝑟 · 𝜑 and 𝑙𝑧 , respectively, with 𝑟
being the radius of the cylinder, 𝜑 being the azimuthal angle of the track position on the local 𝑥-𝑦
plane of the cylinder frame, and 𝑙𝑧 being the local 𝑧 coordinate of the track position in the cylinder
frame. The MDC measurement is one dimensional with 𝑙0 representing the drift distance of the
ionized electrons to the anode wire of the MDC cell.

Details of the interface extension can be found in Ref. [21].
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Figure 2. The workflow of applying ACTS for track reconstruction at STCF.

4.2 Seed finding

Track seeds, i.e. triplets of measurements from increasing radii which are likely to belong to the
same track, are created from the measurements of the ITK detector using the ACTS track seed
finding algorithm. Using the coordinates of the measurements in global coordinate frame, the
algorithm groups the measurements based on a number of criteria related with the fiducial coverage
of the detector and the present magnetic field. Under the assumption of a homogeneous magnetic
field along global 𝑧 axis, a track follows a helix trajectory, i.e. a circle on the 𝑥-𝑦 plane and a
straight line in the 𝑠1-𝑧 plane. For each seed candidate, the curvature and center of the circle on the
𝑥-𝑦 plane can be obtained using Conformal transform [16], and then used to derive the transverse
impact parameter on the 𝑥-𝑦 plane. The seeds are filtered by requiring estimated quantities of the
seeds, such as curvatures, transverse impact parameters and polar angles, to pass individual criteria,
as detailed in Ref. [22]. The criteria are designed to be configurable parameters of the ACTS
track seed finding algorithm and optimized using the Optuna Hyperparameter optimization [23]
approach, which has been implemented into ACTS, with the following objective function (score):

Score = Efficiency − (Fake rate + Duplicate rate
𝑘

), 𝑘 = 7, (4.1)

where 𝑘 is a weighting parameter tuned for optimal trade-off between the efficiency of track finding
and the rate of fake or duplicate tracks.

1The 𝑠 is the path length of the track on the 𝑥 − 𝑦 plane
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4.3 Simultaneous track finding and track fitting using CKF

The CKF performs track finding through track fitting. Starting from track parameters estimated
from a seed, it searches and associates compatible measurements to the track iteratively during track
propagation, as shown in Fig. 3. When multiple measurements are found upon a propagation step,
a prediction 𝜒2 is calculated using the predicted track parameters and the measurement for each
measurement candidate,

𝜒2 = 𝑟𝑇 (𝐻𝐶𝐻𝑇 +𝑉)−1𝑟, (4.2)

where 𝐻 is the projection matrix from the bound track parameters to the measurement, 𝐶 is the
covariance of the bound track parameters, 𝑉 is the covariance of the measurement and 𝑟 is the
residual,

𝑟 = 𝑚 − 𝐻𝑏, (4.3)

where 𝑚 and 𝑏 are the measurement vector and bound track parameters vector, respectively. Those
measurements with 𝜒2 below a threshold, 𝜒2

min, are considered to compatible to the track and
sorted based on 𝜒2 in ascending order. In the case of more than one compatible measurements,
i.e. 𝑛meas > 1, the propagation is split into 𝑛branch

max branches using the 𝑛branch
max sets of filtered track

parameters based on the first 𝑛branch
max measurements among the sorted measurements. The 𝜒2

min and
𝑛branch

max (reduced to 𝑛meas if 𝑛branch
max > 𝑛meas) are configurable parameters of the ACTS CKF algorithm

and optimized based on the objective function in Eq. 4.1. In the study presented in this paper, the
optimal criterion for 𝑛branch

max is found to be 𝑛branch
max = 1, which corresponds to a sequential Kalman

Filter with only the most compatible measurement associated to the track at each propagation.
Upon the ending of forward track propagation, the Kalman smoothing of the track parameters

is performed for each found track candidate. The perigee track parameters for each track candidate
is obtained by propagating the smoothed track parameters at the first measurement plane to the
perigee plane.

For a drift chamber, there is an inherent left-right ambiguity of the drift distance. Such
ambiguity can be naturally resolved by a global track finding algorithm, such as the Legendre
algorithm [18] and Hough Transform [24] used by the Belle II experiment [17, 18]. However,
it’s more difficult to resolve in a local track finding algorithm such as CKF. Simply splitting the
propagation into two branches for both signs of a drift distance in CKF, if both signs are compatible
with the prediction, leads to penalties from much increased combinatorics, duplicate tracks and
CPU time. In this study, the left-right sign of the drift distance for a MDC measurement is taken
to be the same as that of the predicted track parameters, i.e. the sign which provides a smaller
𝜒2 is chosen. In a future study, resolving the left-right ambiguity in CKF using the Deterministic
Annealing Filter [25] which remains to be implemented into ACTS will be explored.

4.4 Ambiguity solving

A threshold is set on the minimum number of measurements associated to a track to remove
incomplete tracks. Because the charged track multiplicity is low at STCF and beam induced
background is not considered in this study, the fake tracks among the found track candidates,
i.e. tracks cannot be associated to any simulated particle, are negligible.

However, it can happen that multiple tracks are associated to the same simulated particle,
i.e. duplicate tracks are present. This is mainly due to the presence of duplicate seeds, in particular
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Figure 3. Illustration of track finding using CKF with ITK (purple) and MDC (blue) of STCF. Only two
MDC layers are shown here.

in events with low momentum looping tracks. If two track candidates have at least two shared
measurements, the one with less measurements is removed from the track candidates. This pro-
cedure is repeated iteratively until any two of the track candidates have no more than one shared
measurement.

5 Track reconstruction performance

The track reconstruction performance of the STCF tracking system following the track reconstruction
procedure in Section 4 is discussed in this section.

5.1 Monte-Carlo samples

Both single particle (`− and 𝜋−) events generated using particle gun, and 𝑒+𝑒− → 𝜓(3686) →
𝜋+𝜋−𝐽/𝜓, 𝐽/𝜓 → `+`− events generated with KKMC generator, are used for the tracking per-
formance studies. Each single particle sample is generated with polar angle, \, and transverse
momentum of the particle fixed, and azimuthal angle uniformly distributed from [-𝜋, 𝜋]. The
2-dimensional distributions of 𝑝𝑇 versus 𝑐𝑜𝑠\ for ` and 𝜋 generated in the 𝜓(3686) → 𝜋+𝜋−𝐽/𝜓
events are shown in Figure 4. The 𝑝𝑇 of ` is in the range of [0.4, 1.8] GeV while that of 𝜋 is in the
range of [50, 450] MeV. The Geant4 in OSCAR is used to simulate the hits of the generated final
state particles with STCF tracking system immersed in a uniform magnetic field of 1 T.

The detector measurements are created by smearing the position of the simulated hits with
Gaussian functions with zero means and widths equivalent to the resolutions of the detectors. For
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Figure 4. The distributions of 𝑝𝑇 versus 𝑐𝑜𝑠\ for ` (left) and 𝜋 (right) generated in 𝜓(3686) → 𝜋+𝜋−𝐽/𝜓,
𝐽/𝜓 → `+`− events.

ITK, the hit resolution of 100 `m for 𝑙0 and 400 `m for 𝑙1 are assumed. For MDC, the resolution
of 125 `m for 𝑙0 is assumed.

The tracks are reconstructed as described in Section 4. For a track seed, its transverse mo-
mentum is required to be larger than 40 MeV and its transverse impact track parameter is required
to be no larger than 10 mm. The 𝜒2

𝑚𝑖𝑛
= 30 and 𝑛branch

max = 1 for the CKF are used to associate the
measurements to tracks. The reconstructed tracks are required to have at least 5 measurements on
the track. The dependence of the resolution of the fitted perigee track parameters on 𝑝𝑇 and \ of
tracks in the acceptance region of the STCF detector is studied using the single particle samples.
The track finding performance is studied using the 𝜓(3686) → 𝜋+𝜋−𝐽/𝜓 sample.

5.2 Track parameters resolution

The resolution of a track parameter is obtained by fitting the distribution of residuals of the track
parameter with a Gaussian function.

Figure 5 shows the resolution of impact track parameters 𝑑0, 𝑧0 and transverse momentum 𝑝𝑇

as a function of particle 𝑝𝑇 at three different polar angles, |cos\ | = 0.0, 0.5 and 0.8, for single `−

and 𝜋− events. For `− and 𝜋− tracks with 𝑝𝑇 = 1 GeV and cos\ = 0.0, the resolution of 𝑑0, 𝑧0 and
relative resolution of 𝑝𝑇 are about 150 `m, 400 `m and 0.45% respectively.

Due to more material effects at lower momentum and larger |cos\ |, the 𝑑0 and 𝑧0 have a worse
resolution at lower 𝑝𝑇 and larger |cos\ |. The relative resolution of 𝑝𝑇 is also dependent on 𝑝𝑇
since the curvature of the track on 𝑥-𝑦 plane is dependent on 𝑝𝑇 as well as the material effects. At
low momentum range, the material effects are dominant hence the resolution is worse at lower 𝑝𝑇 .
At high momentum range, the resolution is worse with larger 𝑝𝑇 .

Figure 6 shows the relative resolution of 𝑝𝑇 as a function of particle 𝑝𝑇 for ` and 𝜋 in
𝜓(3686) → 𝜋+𝜋−𝐽/𝜓, 𝐽/𝜓 → `+`− events, where the resolution is related with phase space of the
particular physics process.

5.3 Track finding performance

The merits often used to characterize the performance of track finding are track reconstruction
efficiency, the rate of fake tracks and the rate of duplicate tracks. The classification of a reconstructed
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Figure 5. The resolution of 𝑑0 (top panels), 𝑧0 (middle panels) and relative resolution of 𝑝𝑇 (bottom panels)
for single `− (left panels) and single 𝜋− (right panels) as a function of particle 𝑝𝑇 . The blue dot, yellow
triangle and green circle represent the results with |cos\ | = 0.0, 0.5 and 0.8, respectively. For each 𝑝𝑇 and
|cos\ |, a sample of 5k events is generated for the study.
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Figure 6. The relative resolution of 𝑝𝑇 (bottom panels) for ` (left panels) and 𝜋 (right panels) in 𝜓(3686) →
𝜋+𝜋−𝐽/𝜓, 𝐽/𝜓 → `+`− events as a function of particle 𝑝𝑇 . The blue dot, and yellow circle represent the
results for positive charge particles and negative charge particles, respectively. A sample of 100k events are
used.

track to be fake or duplicate is performed by identifying the simulated particle which has the most
simulated hits contributing to this track [3, 26], labelled as primary particle. In this study, a
reconstructed track is matched to its primary particle if the fraction of its hits from its primary
particle, denoted as track purity, is no less than 0.5. A reconstructed track is classified as a fake
track if it’s not matched to its primary particle. If more than one reconstructed tracks are matched
to the same simulated particle, the track with the highest track purity is classified as the real
track and others are classified as duplicate tracks. The track reconstruction efficiency is defined
by the fraction of particles which have matched reconstructed tracks among the particles which
have at least 5 simulated hits. The fake rate is defined by the fraction of fake tracks among the
reconstructed tracks. The duplicate rate is defined by the fraction of duplicate tracks among the
non-fake reconstructed tracks.

Figure 7 shows the tracking efficiency, fake rate, duplicate rate and track purity for ` and 𝜋
in 𝜓(3686) → 𝜋+𝜋−𝐽/𝜓 events. For ` and 𝜋 with 𝑝𝑇 above 150 MeV, the tracking efficiency is
above 99%. For 𝜋 with momentum in the range of [50, 100] MeV, a tracking efficiency of 95% is
achieved. The fake rate is found to be negligible. For 𝜋 track with 𝑝𝑇 below 150 MeV, duplicate
tracks due to looping trajectories of the particles are found with the duplicate rate below 0.4%.

6 Conclusion

To achieve the physics goals of the STCF physics program, which is dedicated to studies of
hadron physics, the asymmetry of matter-antimatter and searches for physics beyond SM in the
𝜏-charm sector in the post-BEPCII era, the tracking system of STCF is required to provide sufficient
performance for charged tracks reconstruction.

We implemented the common tracking toolkit ACTS for track reconstruction at STCF based
on a three-layer `RWELL-based ITK and a 48-layer MDC, and demonstrated the performance of
ACTS for a drift chamber for the first time. The performance of track reconstruction was studied on
top of Geant4-based full simulation of interaction of particles with detectors. The track finding and
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Figure 7. The tracking efficiency (first-row panels), fake rate (second-row panels), duplicate rate (third-row
panels) and track purity (forth-row panels) for ` (left panels) and 𝜋 (right panels) with 100k 𝜓(3686) →
𝜋+𝜋−𝐽/𝜓, 𝐽/𝜓 → `+`− events as a function of 𝑝𝑇 . The blue dot, and yellow circle represent the results for
positive charge particles and negative charge particles, respectively.
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track fitting was performed based on the CKF in ACTS. In this study where backgrounds were not
considered yet, the CKF was configured to run in a sequential mode with only the best measurement
associated to the track at each propagation, which was found to result in the best overall tracking
performance. The tracking efficiency is above 95% for tracks with 𝑝𝑇 above 50 MeV. For tracks with
𝑝𝑇 > 150 MeV, a tracking efficiency above 99% is achieved. The rate of fake tracks is negligible
and the rate of duplicate tracks, which arise in the range of 𝑝𝑇 < 150 MeV, is below 0.4%. The
𝜎(𝑝𝑇 )/𝑝𝑇 is below 0.5% when 𝑝𝑇 = 1 GeV and |cos\| ≤ 0.5. Those excellent performance shows
that ACTS is a very promising tracking toolkit to be used for further optimization of the design and
geometry layout of the STCF tracking system. Meanwhile, track finding using Hough Transform
for STCF is being studied. The tracking performance considering beam induced background will
be explored in future studies.
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